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under hot,[5] humid,[6] illuminated,[7] and
biased operating conditions.[8] Understanding both the origin of this instability and its connection to performance
is key to developing perovskite optoelectronic devices beyond the laboratory. In
particular, the hysteresis of scanning
current–voltage measurements is detrimental in evaluating and comparing the
optoelectronic performance of perovskites
precisely and may indicate the presence of
performance-limiting defects.
Many groups have suspected ionic
migration under an electric field and
illumination as an important limiting
mechanism in hybrid perovskite devices,
particularly in regard to current–voltage
sweep hysteresis.[9–13] Assuming thermal
equilibrium and noninteracting defects,
perovskites are predicted to have a high
concentration of vacancies (1017–1020 cm−3
for CH3NH3PbI3).[14] Evidence of vacancymediated diffusion of X-site anions (in the
ABX3 structure) with low activation energy
through the conventional hopping mechanism along the anion
octahedral edge has been determined for oxide[15] and inorganic
halide perovskites.[16] In the analogous hybrid halide perovskites, extensive computational investigations, particularly in
the methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) system, have
shown that I− is likely the most mobile ion because it exhibits
a lower energy barrier to migration in comparison to Pb2+ and
CH3NH3+.[9,12,17] Several groups have observed ionic migration
of both organic cations and halide anions in CH3NH3PbI3 and
CH3NH3PbI3−xClx using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS),[10,18] time-of-flight secondary-ion-mass spectrometry (tofSIMS),[19] X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)[20] and IR
microscopy mapping techniques.[18] These analytical techniques
each have their own specific limitations. For instance, tof-SIMS
involves sample fragmentation and physical destruction of the
investigated area;[21] IR microscopy can detect bond stretches of
the organic components in perovskite films but is generally not
sensitive to the low-frequency vibrations of the inorganic components;[22] and XPS is sensitive only to the first few nanometers near the surface and requires high-vacuum conditions.
EDS must be applied with caution to halide perovskites because
of their sensitivity to electron beam damage.[7,23] Finally, the

Optoelectronic devices based on hybrid perovskites have demonstrated
outstanding performance within a few years of intense study. However,
commercialization of these devices requires barriers to their development
to be overcome, such as their chemical instability under operating conditions. To investigate this instability and its consequences, the electric field
applied to single crystals of methylammonium lead bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3)
is varied, and changes are mapped in both their elemental composition and
photoluminescence. Synchrotron-based nanoprobe X-ray fluorescence (nanoXRF) with 250 nm resolution reveals quasi-reversible field-assisted halide
migration, with corresponding changes in photoluminescence. It is observed
that higher local bromide concentration is correlated to superior optoelectronic performance in CH3NH3PbBr3. A lower limit on the electromigration
rate is calculated from these experiments and the motion is interpreted as
vacancy-mediated migration based on nudged elastic band density functional
theory (DFT) simulations. The XRF mapping data provide direct evidence of
field-assisted ionic migration in a model hybrid-perovskite thin single crystal,
while the link with photoluminescence proves that the halide stoichiometry
plays a key role in the optoelectronic properties of the perovskite.

Halide-perovskite materials have shown promise for a wide
range optoelectronic applications including light-emitting
diodes,[1] photonic lasers,[2] and solar cells.[3,4] Despite their
impressive potential demonstrated in laboratory devices, questions remain regarding many of the fundamental properties
that govern their performance limits, especially their stability
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nanoprobe X-ray fluorescence (nano-XRF) technique maps
heavy elements throughout the bulk of the sample with higher
spatial resolution and sensitivity than XPS, tof-SIMS, EDS, or
IR microscopy.
Recently, synchrotron-based scanning nano-XRF has been
shown to be an effective probe of local composition in hybrid
perovskite devices without affecting the elemental distribution.[24–26] During nano-XRF measurement, a focused X-ray
beam excites core–shell electrons from the atoms in the sample.
When a core–hole is filled by relaxation of an outer shell electron, a fluorescent photon is emitted, and its energy identifies
the element from which it came due to the characteristic energy
of electronic transitions. As a photon-in, photon-out process,
nano-XRF is dose efficient—critical for radiation-sensitive
materials like the hybrid perovskites—and enables nanoscale
elemental mapping with part per million sensitivity for elements heavier than sodium.[27] The many-millimeter working
distance at hard X-ray energies also facilitates in situ and in
operando studies.[25]
The best way to provide a direct link between composition
and performance is to combine spatially resolved elemental
or chemical detection methods with techniques that probe
the material’s local optoelectronic properties. Luminescence
spectroscopy and imaging are versatile techniques to probe
recombination mechanisms and dynamics in semiconductors.
For example, recently researchers have used spatially resolved
luminescence to reveal the role of Cl in CH3NH3PbI3−xClx,[28]
to correlate contact resistance with morphology,[29,30] and to
understand the degradation of the perovskite layer[31] and its
interfaces.[30] Despite the importance of ionic migration, open
questions remain as to how stoichiometric changes affect
photoluminescence (PL)—a property directly linked to device
performance.[32,33]
In this study, we identify a direct relationship between
halide migration and local optoelectronic quality. Direct elemental evidence of halide migration in a CH3NH3PbBr3 single
crystal is detected using nano-XRF. Thin single crystals[34]
of CH3NH3PbBr3, which are tens of micrometers wide and
≈500 nm thick, are used as a model system to study the fundamental properties of ionic migration in hybrid perovskites,
avoiding complications from grain boundaries that are present
in perovskite thin films. In response to an applied electric field,
local stoichiometric variations appear along the crystal, which
are correlated to local changes in the PL intensity. PL intensity
increases in halide-rich regions and decreases in halide-poor
ones, with quasi-reversible variation observed over multiple
voltage biasing cycles. Furthermore, nudged elastic band (NEB)
density functional theory (DFT) computations confirm that
Br− ions experience a low energy barrier to migration within
the CH3NH3PbBr3 structure. The direct link between local stoichiometry and optoelectronic quality also clarifies that halide
migration is a challenge that is intrinsic to the absorber and
one that may play a determining role in the ultimate performance limits of perovskite devices.
Nano-XRF mapping is used to identify the spatial distribution of elements within a CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal under
applied bias. The crystals span Pt electrodes, and the voltage is
applied laterally across the device as shown in Figure 1. Pt electrodes prevent any driving force from a difference in the work
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Figure 1. Photon-in photon-out correlative microscopy: schematic of
nanoprobe X-ray fluorescence and spatially resolved photoluminescence
(PL) measurement. A 250 nm FWHM X-ray beam excites elemental fluorescence that reveals the local perovskite stoichiometry in single crystals bridging Pt–Pt electrodes. Subsequently, a laser beam excites optical
luminescence to elucidate local optoelectronic quality. Note XRF and PL
were not performed at the same time, but sequentially in a correlative
microscopy approach.

functions of two different metals and also minimize chemical
reactions or diffusion[35] of metallic atoms at the metal/perovskite interface.[36] Prior to the XRF measurement, electrical contact between the perovskite crystal and Pt electrodes was confirmed by current–voltage (I–V) scans (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). Fluorescence spectra were collected at each point
during the XRF mapping using a synchrotron X-ray beam with
a 250 nm full-width half maximum (FWHM). Figure 2a shows
the corresponding optical image of the CH3NH3PbBr3 crystal
studied by XRF. As expected, the spatial distribution and elemental composition of the crystals are uniform on the 250 nm
length scale of measurement during repeated X-ray mapping
without bias under the focused 13.6 keV X-ray beam with a flux
of 2.37 × 109 photons s−1 (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Note that the light elements in the methylammonium cation
are not detectable by XRF, but the major heavy elements Pb
and Br are detectable with sensitivity down to parts per million.
The local Br:Pb stoichiometry within the CH3NH3PbBr3
single crystal is initially homogeneous across the crystal but
changes systematically during application of an external electric
field (Figure 2b). The seven XRF maps of the Br:Pb atomic ratio
in the 30 × 30 µm2 crystal are arranged from left (Map 1) to
right (Map 7) based on the chronological sequence of applied
bias. Map 1 is the initial scan showing the Br:Pb atomic ratio.
As expected, the initial area-averaged Br:Pb ratio across the
crystal was 3.08 ±0.2. An arrow above each XRF map measured
under bias indicates the direction of the electric field, where
the left electrode is held at ground and the right electrode has
the applied voltage bias Vapp (orange arrow: Vapp = −2 V and
blue arrow: Vapp = +2 V). The Br:Pb ratio is plotted because it
removes the effects of small spatial variations in thickness, but
the shift in Br:Pb ratio seen in Figure 2b results entirely from
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Figure 2. Nanoprobe X-ray fluorescence (Nano-XRF) measurement of the changes in elemental distribution in a CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal under
bias. a) An optical image of the CH3NH3PbBr3 crystal characterized by nano-XRF. Regions A and B where the crystal covers the two different electrodes are indicated. The electrode under region A is grounded and the other electrode is biased. Scale bar is 15 µm. b) X-ray fluorescence maps of
the Br:Pb elemental ratio with 250 nm step size and 100 ms dwell time per point under a sequence of ±2 V biases. The direction of the corresponding
electric field for each map under bias is denoted by an arrow above the map (−2 V orange and +2 V blue). c) The mean Br:Pb ratio of Area A and Area
B (cf. (a)) as measured by X-ray fluorescence during the bias sequence with the corresponding bias condition (top). Time spent at −2 V is shaded in
orange and +2 V in blue.

a change in the Br distribution, as the Pb distribution remains
constant throughout the XRF mapping (Figure S3, Supporting
Information).
To examine the migration in detail, the perovskite crystal
underwent a total of three poling cycles, from unbiased to ±2 V
bias to unbiased. After collecting the initial unbiased map (left
of Figure 2b), a −2 V DC bias was applied. After 30 min of bias
applied without X-ray irradiation, we collected an XRF map
(≈25 min duration) with the bias still applied to observe the
effect of the electric field. The change in the Br:Pb atomic ratio
between Maps 1 and 2 clearly indicates depletion of Br above
the electrode at lower potential (right Pt pad). This depletion
is consistent with the direction that Br− anions would migrate.
The bias was then removed, and after a 30 min relaxation
period, a third XRF map was taken to visualize any diffusion
along the Br concentration gradient. The Br concentration is
then slightly depleted over the left-hand electrode as Br diffuses
back in the absence of bias.
When the direction of the bias is reversed (+2 V), the Br
shifts toward the positively biased electrode, also consistent
with migration of Br− anions. A significant Br shift away from
the left-hand negative electrode is observed in Map 4, while the
Br concentration recovers slightly on the right-hand electrode
(Map 2 vs 4). Upon subsequent relaxation in Map 5, a small
recovery in the Br distribution is again seen. The last cycle seen
in Maps 6 and 7 repeats the same −2V and 0 V bias condition
as Maps 1 and 2, respectively, and confirms that the observed
changes in the Br:Pb distribution are repeatable. Given the
observed migration across the 10 µm electrode gap within
30 min at a 2 V bias, the lower bound estimate of Br mobility
at room temperature is 2.78 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 (see the Supporting Information for details).
To assess the migration of Br− within the crystal more quantitatively, the changes in average Br:Pb atomic ratio above
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each of the two electrodes are presented in Figure 2c. The
average ratio is plotted with respect to time and applied bias.
As Br:Pb increases on one electrode, a decreasing ratio is seen
on the other, providing additional support for an ion-migration
mechanism. The largest Br concentration change occurs above
the lower potential electrode (Electrode B) right after the first
bias is applied, when the Br:Pb ratio drops from 3.0 ± 0.03 to
2.6 ± 0.07. All subsequent changes are smaller, and the Electrode B area never recovers fully its initial Br concentration. On
the other hand, Electrode A exhibits a more reversible response
to applied bias and largely recovers from the smallest Br:Pb ratio
near 2.8 ± 0.09 to 2.9 ± 0.06 after final relaxation. A secondary
analysis of the Br variation under applied bias is conducted
using the center of mass of the Br:Pb distribution to reveal
the bias-dependent direction of Br migration (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The shifts of center of mass of the Br:Pb
distribution across the entire crystal are consistent with the Br
concentration changes above the electrodes in Figure 2. Small,
severely Br-deficient regions evidenced by localized dark spots
in Figure 2b develop above both electrodes over time. These
regions indicate local degradation of the perovskite phase and
possible formation of PbBr2. After biasing the crystal for 4 h,
the area-averaged Br:Pb ratio in the last XRF map (rightmost)
is 2.69. The loss of Br occurs predominantly during the first
negative bias of each electrode, after which the total average
concentration of Br was fairly stable (Figure S5, Supporting
Information). Given what appears to be nanoscopic local formation of PbBr2 in some regions, one could speculate that a trace
amount of CH3NH3Br leaves the sample in an electrochemical
reaction in regions of negative bias under X-ray irradiation. On
the other hand, little change of the Br:Pb ratio away from 3.0
is observed between the electrode gap throughout the biasing
cycles. Overall, the Br:Pb distribution shifts in the direction
opposite the applied field at all time points.
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Figure 3. Photoluminescence variation of CH3NH3PbBr3 after cyclic biasing. a) Optical image of a hybrid perovskite crystal on Pt electrodes with labeled
regions of interest A and B. b,c) Overlaid photoluminescence spectra in Areas A and B after −2 V and after +2 V biasing, respectively. Black curves in
each figure represent the initial PL intensity before any biasing in areas A and B. Plots with empty and filled markers correspond to average PL spectra
of areas A and B, respectively. The corresponding spatially resolved relative PL intensity maps are shown in (d) for −2 V bias and (e) for 2 V bias relative to the initial unbiased PL map. Scale bar is 10 µm.

A fresh CH3NH3PbBr3 microcrystal (optical image shown
in Figure 3a, I–V scan in Figure S1, Supporting Information)
from the same sample chip is used to explore how the local
optoelectronic properties vary in response to a similar bias
sequence used in the nano-XRF experiments. The crystal was
excited using a 15 µW, 405 nm continuous-wave violet laser
while performing PL mapping before, during, and after bias.
(Each map is shown in Figure S6, Supporting Information,
and took ≈30 min to be collected.) PL spectra were collected
for each point of the crystal by moving the stage in the X and
Y directions by 333 nm steps. PL maps were constructed from
the integration of the total emission intensity over the wavelengths 500–580 nm. Enhancement of PL intensity under bias
at the forward biased electrode and its reduction at the reverse
biased electrode area is attributed to the change of the depletion
region width at each contact. Similar changes in PL emission
intensity with the variation of DC bias were reported in other
semiconductors such as InP, GaAs, and CuGaSe2.[37–39] To
compare crystals at the same bias condition, the PL emission
spectra averaged over the area of each electrode (area A and B)
were collected at zero bias after applying and removing the electric field as shown in Figure 3b,c. An increase in PL intensity
relative to its initial value was observed in the region above the
electrode previously held at higher potential. A decrease was
observed over the contact at lower potential. According to the
XRF maps in Figure 2, the contact with the higher potential is
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where the Br concentration is higher; therefore, the Br− rich
regions exhibit enhanced PL after removal of the electric field.
Figure 3d,e shows the spatial variation of PL intensity across
the crystal in response to biasing as the percentage change
of PL intensity (ΔPL%). Each map represents the percentage
change of PL after removing the electric field and returning the
crystal to the initial 0 V condition. (Details of the calculation are
in the Supporting Information.) The orange and blue arrows
on Figure 3d,e, respectively, show the electric field that the
crystal experienced before collecting the PL maps. Comparing
the relative changes with the direction of the electric field, one
sees that the PL intensity increases in the region that experienced higher potential (see the red regions on the left side of
Figure 3d and on the right side of Figure 3e) and decreases in
the region that was previously at lower potential (see the blue
regions on the right side of Figure 3d and on the left side of
Figure 3e). This anticorrelation between Electrodes A and B
after bias mirrors the trend seen in XRF. The bias dependence
of the local photoluminescence is confirmed in CH3NH3PbBr3
crystals deposited onto different electrodes (Au–Au and Au–Ti
electrodes) as shown in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information, indicating that the changes in PL are independent of the
particular metal/perovskite interface. In all cases, the peak of
the PL spectrum does not shift in energy significantly (less than
2 nm) between the Br-rich and Br-poor regions (see Figure S8,
Supporting Information).
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The PL mapping experiment was also done on the crystal
that was exposed to the X-ray beam during XRF mapping,
and the PL spectra were comparable to those of a fresh crystal
(Figure S8k,l, Supporting Information) with the PL peak being
blueshifted by 10 nm. A similar trend in PL intensity shift with
electrical biasing is seen for this crystal, although the change
in PL intensity is not as clear as it is for the fresh crystals
(Figure S9b,c, Supporting Information). Synchrotron X-ray irradiation has been shown to degrade carrier collection in hybrid
perovskites within seconds of exposure at a single spot,[25] and
it is thus not surprising that the PL changes are more clear in
the fresh crystal.
The changes in PL intensity may be explained by vacancymediated halide migration. Initially, the PL intensity was inhomogeneous across the single crystal as seen in Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information suggesting that surface or bulk defects
dominate the PL response. Upon applying bias across the
crystal, it is observed that Br moves opposite to the direction of
the electric field and the local PL increases where Br increases.
This enhanced PL in bromide-rich regions may originate from
three distinct but related mechanisms, triggered by the ionic
migration seen in the XRF maps (schematic of mechanisms in
Figure S10, Supporting Information). First, bromide migration
will lead to local changes in the bromide vacancy concentration, which has been proposed to play an important role in the
photoluminescence quantum yield.[40–42] Crystal point defects
such as vacancies may act as nonradiative recombination
centers; therefore, a higher Br vacancy concentration could lead
to lower radiative recombination efficiency, causing the bandto-band PL intensity to decrease. Second, bromine stoichio
metry may play a role in the density of interface states at the
contacts. The migration of the bromine away from the contact
interface at the lower potential electrode may lead to a higher
density of interface states, and at the other contact, the higher
Br content may passivate interface states. Finally, ionic migration will cause some residual change in the potential at the
perovskite/metal contact interface even after the electric field is
removed, due to slow ionic diffusion. At the lower-potential contact the perovskite/metal interface behaves as in reverse bias:
the residual change in potential increases the depletion region,
which helps to split the photogenerated carriers and prevents
them from recombining radiatively, suppressing PL intensity.
At the higher potential contact the interface behaves as in forward bias: the depletion region becomes smaller and PL intensity is enhanced. Further studies are necessary to quantify the
relative importance of each mechanism. Self-trapped carriers
in the crystal lattice (strong-coupled polarons) have been suggested to play a role in charge carrier dynamics of hybrid perovskites and affect the radiative recombination rate.[43] In the
case of polaron formation, a redshift in the energy of the PL
peak is expected, but no redshift was resolved within the detection limit of the PL setup in this study (Figure S8, Supporting
Information). Continued detailed study of ionic migration is
critical because vacancies, as inherent material defects, may act
as mediators or direct participants in nonradiative recombination in CH3NH3PbBr3.
The experimentally observed changes in Br concentration in the CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal are substantiated by
the low energetic barrier to migration of Br—found by DFT
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climbing-image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) calculations. To
elucidate the ionic migration mechanism under applied bias,
CI-NEB calculations were performed using 2 × 2 × 2 supercells (computational details in the Supporting Information).
CI-NEB is a common method for finding minimum energy
paths for ion migration.[44–46] A single positively charged Br−
vacancy (VBr+) was introduced, and overall charge neutrality
was achieved via a compensating background charge. We find
that the lowest energy configuration for pristine CH3NH3PbBr3
is one in which the polar CH3NH3+ cations are aligned, which
is the expected orientation under an applied bias.[12,18] This
alignment of the CH3NH3+ cations breaks the cubic symmetry,
resulting in three distinct migration paths for Br−, which are
shown in Figure 4. The energy-migration coordinate diagram
and the corresponding pathways viewed in a supercell are
presented in Figure S11 in the Supporting Information. The
paths where the Br− moves with a component in the direction of the CN bond alignment, denoted as BCB and BAB,
show the lowest migration energy barriers of 227 and 306 meV,
respectively. The other path, CAC, shows a migration energy of
425 meV. The alignment of the MA cations under bias appears
to create a channel with a lower energy for Br-vacancy migration along the field direction. In the absence of an electric field,
this lowered barrier will be averaged out as methylammonium
molecules are randomly oriented at room temperature per
CH3NH3PbBr3 single-crystal neutron diffractometry.[47] Halide
migration appears to benefit from CH3NH3+ alignment that
results in a lower migration energy barrier under an applied
bias. The migration, in turn, is correlated with the density of
recombination active defects as evidenced by the changes seen
in the photoluminescence response under bias.
In summary, we systematically manipulate the halide concentration laterally within a thin CH3NH3PbBr3 single crystal
by applying a voltage bias. We observe the changes of Br

Figure 4. a) Schematic of Br− diffusion pathways in CH3NH3PbBr3 by
nudged elastic band (NEB). The PbBr6 octahedron becomes distorted
after NEB relaxation resulting in a primitive cell that has lattice constants
of 6.017, 6.041, and 6.115 Å, along the a-, b-, and c-axes, respectively.
The geometrically distinct Br atoms are labelled as A, B and C and the
corresponding migration energy barriers between Br atoms are shown in
the table. White spheres represent the interpolated Br trajectories along
pathway B–A–B and C–A–C, while yellow spheres indicate the smallest
barrier to migration for pathway B–C–B.
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distribution at the nanoscale by means of nano-XRF. The halide
migration is directly correlated to variations in PL response. As
Br− migrates away from the negatively biased electrode and the
perovskite becomes locally substoichiometric, the PL intensity
decreases. NEB calculations indicate that the alignment of the
methylammonium cation under bias forms channels that facilitate halide migration along the field direction. Combining the
quantitative analysis of ion migration with local optoelectronic
characterization provides insight into the fundamental operation of halide-perovskite devices. The link between intrinsic
point defect migration and photoluminescence intensity makes
it clear that controlling the crystal chemistry is paramount.
Possible strategies to mitigate the effects of Br migration and
improve optoelectronic performance in the perovskite include
growing perovskites in halide-rich conditions[48] or applying
post-growth treatments to lower the concentration of halide
vacancies. Future work is needed to understand the defect
kinetics of ion migration as a function of the absorber chemi
stry and to reveal the nature of the optoelectronic defects that
arise under bias to achieve the full potential of the hybrid
perovskite materials for optoelectronic devices.

Experimental Section
Experimental methodsand computational details can be found in the
Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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